


DIY Mobile Media Productions
Tell visual stories with your mobile phone.



Tell visual stories with your mobile phone.

SOCIAL LIVE
EVENT COVERAGE

CONFERENCE / EVENT 
PHOTOGRAPHY

MOBILE 
LIVE-STREAMING

VIDEO 
CAPSULES

VISUAL 
SNAPS

BTS / INTERVIEWS VIDEO-EDITING BASIC 
GRAPHIC DESIGN



MOBILE PHONE TRIPOD / 
GORILLA TRIPOD GRIP / TRIPOD ADAPTER



Rule of Thirds
Basic composition for video-photography snaps 
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Video-interviews
Where to place subjects for an on-camera discussion
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Use of Natural Lighting
Seek available light in any given space 



FREE PHOTO-EDITING APPS: Android & iPhones

SEE ADOBE PHOTOSHOPSEE SNAPSEED

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.adobe.psmobile
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.niksoftware.snapseed




Free Photo-Editing Software
social media platforms and majority of smartphones now

Use Airplane Mode to photo-edit on 
Instagram. Trick is, you’re still going 
through the regular UI. Without internet 
access, file is saved in dashboard, which 
then can be saved to mobile device. 

Shadows (+2)
Drop the highlight (-2/7) 
Blacks (+2)

That’s pretty much all anything ever 
needs. Increase light as needed. 

Go to Snapchat settings and 
memories. There is an option 
to save memories or to save 
to camera roll. 

Toggle where/how you wish 
to store the content. 

At this point, your phone 
captures good audio, video and 
has built-in photo-editing 
settings. 

Just toggle around the camera 
settings and compare captures. 



Free Photo-Editing Software
social media platforms and majority of smartphones now
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LEAD

BACKGROUND INFO

INTERVIEW / STAND-UP

MORE INFO. 

CONCLUSION

STORY ARCH

LEAD / EXPOSITION
who, what, when, where, and why.

BACKGROUND INFO / RISING ACTION 
what should audience know?

INTERVIEW / STAND-UP / CLIMAX
who is speaking / introduce guest speaker
reveal main purpose of video content

MORE INFO. / FALLING ACTION
At this point, only those interested will proceed to watch 
this video. They are curious to know more. What else?

CONCLUSION / RESOLUTION
Takeaway, summary, what should viewers do next? i.e. 
CTA, sign-up to the event, download tutorial, watch 
more content, stay in the loop on newsletters, how to 
donate or purchase, etc. 

STRUCTURING A NARRATIVE



FREE VIDEO-EDITING APPS: Android & iPhones

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.adobe.premiereclip
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.niksoftware.snapseed
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/inshot-video-editor-music-cut/id997362197?mt=8
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Basics of editing
a good edit start with good piece of content



CHECKLIST



Visual Media List
What content do you need? Who/what do you need to feature? 



Call sheet
What’s up! Who does what? What do you need.



VIDEO STORYBOARD
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